Statistical database analysis of the role of loop dynamics for protein-protein complex formation and allostery.
Protein loops show rich conformational dynamics properties on a wide range of timescales as they play an essential role for many cellular functions during protein-protein interactions and recognition processes. However, little is known about the detail behavior of loops upon protein binding including allostery. We report the loop motions and their dominant timescales for a library of 230 proteins that form protein-protein complexes using the ToeLoop predictor of loop dynamics. We applied the analysis to proteins in both their complex and free state and relate specific loop properties to their role in protein recognition. We observe a strong tendency of loops that move on relatively slow timescales of tens of ns to sub-μs to be directly involved in binding and recognition processes. Complex formation leads to a significant reduction in loop flexibility at the binding interface, but in a number of cases it can also trigger increased flexibility in distal loops in response to allosteric conformational changes. The importance of loop dynamics and allostery is highlighted by a case study of an antibody-antigen complex. Furthermore, we explored the relationship between loop dynamics and experimental binding affinities and found that a prevalence of high loop rigidity at the binding interface is an indicator of increased binding strength. http://spin.ccic.ohio-state.edu/index.php/toeloopppi. bruschweiler.1@osu.edu. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.